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Model Number: 221522000

ProRestore Microban Mediclean Disinfectant Spray Plus (Chemspec Standard Blue label) 4/1Gal

CASE 221522000 Freight Included

Manufacturer: Chemspec

    
        
            Chemspec Microban Mediclean Disinfectant Spray Plus
        
        
            Protects against germs and odors on virtually any surface.
        
        
            Microban&rsquo;s antimicrobial action kills allergy and disease-causing
germs, bacteria, fungi, mold, and mildew. Suitable for use on carpets, upholstery and
mattresses, Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus is a highly effective application for
decontamination applications including sewage backups, removal of carcasses, and
more. 
        
    

    
        
            In Canada, ask for Microban Hospital Spray. See label for product claims and
application instructions.  
            Water-based, deodorizing and antimicrobial, Microban Disinfectant Spray Plus
kills gram negative bacteria encountered in sewage backups and toilet overflow
situations. Disinfectant Spray Plus is also available in a fragrance free version. 
        
    

Specifications
DSP (Case)

    
        
            Sold in cases
             
            4 one gallon (3.8L) bottles
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            Flash point
             
            102&ordm; F (38.9&ordm; C)
        
        
            Appearance
             
            Milky white liquid
        
        
            pH
             
            6.5&ndash;7.5
        
        
            Specific gravity
             
            0.97
        
        
            EPA registration no.
             
            70385-5
        
    

All sales are final.  
You have two options on this item.
Be placed on a no charge waiting list OR you complete your order and you are
charged for the order and you're next.  All sales are final.  This mean no refunds. Paid
orders will be filled before any non paid customers are called/emailed.  We strongly
recommend that you order and are next in line!  Customer that want to be email/called
without paying for the item, honestly will never get any product as their are too many
customer that are willing to pay and be next in line.  Theoretically even paid
customers might have to wait a month to get their products.  So far this has not
happened but it could.  

Use Instructions
Disinfectant Spray Plus is ready to use and can be applied with an ultra low volume
fogger (Blastmaster), a compression sprayer, foam generator or an airless paint
sprayer.

Mixing: This product is ready to use. Do not dilute. 

Application: Apply to porous surfaces at a rate of 1,500 square feet per gallon. Spray
until moist, brush into carpeting, and allow 10&ndash;20 minutes to dry. See label for
additional instructions. 
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For complete instructions and safety data for this product, refer to the User Guide and
Material Safety Data Sheet, available under the Documents tab. 

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Saturday 22 August, 2009
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